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Implications for Information affecting functional applicability are
Systeas Devel opmant depicted In Figure 3. In Table 5 we
illustrate In what way different ele-
The use of ISD methodologies has to be ments can contribute to the functional
accounted for in order to gain accep- applicability. The columns representtance for them. The acceptance rests the different paradigmatic views. The
on how the ISD methodology can be le- rows describe different elements in a
gitimated and validated. The methodology. An entry In the table de-
legitimacy of a methodology Is shown scrlbes how a particular element Is
by describing Its contributing ef- constrained by the paradlgmatic view.
fects, 1.e., how does the methodology In the language action view the func-
contribute to achieving desirable tional applicability Is subordinatedproperties In resulting Information to the alm of achieving successful and
systems, or In ISD. The validity of a rational metacommunlcation. This aimmethodology is shown by corroborating controls the development of descrip-
the relationship between desirable tlon methods and cooperation
properties and the use of methodology. principles. The restriction of the
This is corroborated by empirical In- scope is made in order to obtain des-
vestigations of method application. crlptively adequate specifications of
communication situations (Goldkuhl andIn each ISD methodology the desired Lyytlnen, 1982). The phase structure
properties for IS and ISD are derived is derived from the insight that ISD
from the underlying paradlgmatic view. Involves a reconstruction of users'The methodologies derived from the linguistic realities.traditional view base their legitimacy
on their alleged capacity to contrlb- In the traditional view the functionalute to the optimization of the applicability Is principally deter-functioning of an Information system mlned by the ultimate capacity to
by gaining an efficient technical con- "del iver" a good technical system. Thetrol over the information system and scope Is restricted to those entitiesits environment (Auerbach, 1972). Pos- that make technical control possible.
slble contribution effects of a For example, Couger (1973) underscorestraditional ISD methodology are depic- that the objective of systems analyststed In Table 4 (e. g., Senko, 1975;
Hawgood, et al., 1978; Boland, 1979; "is to examine all aspects of theEmery, 1971). The language action view system--equipment, personal, opera-
legitimates the ISD methodology on the ting conditions, and Its Internal
basis of its contributing effects to and external demands--to establish a
achieve formal language Intersubjec- basis for designing and implementing
tlvity and to expand and develop a better system."
existing forms of linguistic under-
standing and symbolic interaction (see The classical model for the scope
Goldkuhl and Lyytinen, 1982; Boland, specification Is Slmon's theory
1979). (Newel I and Simon, 1972) of "Bounded
rationality" with a limited search-
The validity of an ISD methodology can space. Description methods are used
be analyzed by studying elements of a primarl ly to "predict" future behavior
methodology In terms of their func- of the IS. For example Bubenko, Karls-
tlonal applicability. By a functional son, and Gustafsson (1981) equate the
applicabillty we mean the power of the use of description methods to the set-
methodology, In practice, to achieve up of equations in engineering
the contributing effects which legiti- sciences. The phase structure of themate Its use. Observed elements traditional 1 SD methodology has the
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Table 4. Possible Contributing Effects of an ISD Methodology
Paradigmatic Possible Contributing Effect
View
Traditional Information system effectiveness
ISD
Methodology Technical quality of IS
Fit between the technical system and the social
system
Internal effectiveness of the ISD
Language Stepwise formalization through rational meta-
Action communication
ISD
Methodology Formal language intersubjectivity
Critical construction of reality
Uncovering of communication intentionality
Ownership of formal language rules
function to reduce the Inherent com- The control of the development act is
plexity of ISD. Through the phase never surrendered by the professional.
structure as "systems life cycle"
model (Couger, 1973), we achieve a
leveling of technological problem SU,*tARY AND CONCLUS ION
solving tasks, in which we go from
"what" to "how" and from "function" to An i nformation system Is Janus- 1 Ike,
"behavlor." We achieve a clear respon- with a "technical face" and a
slbility of tasks, predetermined "social/linguistic face." Earlier we
rules, and advantages of a division of described these faces as being opposed
labor that Increase the efficiency of to one another. But like the god
ISD. Cooperation principles are de- Janus, we see each face having the
vised In order to make a systematic same origin; two complementary areas
review of user "needs" possible at the of human action, aiming at efficient
beginning of the development process technical control and deeper mutual
(Jarvlnen, 1981). The professional de- understanding (practical Interest),
signer acts as a principal problem respectively. Hence, the faces and as-
solver, delivers an optimal solution, soclated Interests form a nested
and finally implements It by initia- structure depicted In Figure 4. In the
tlng and controlling the change nested structure paradlgmatic views
(Hedberg, et al., 1976; Boland, 1978). augment each other, when we go from
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1SD methodology
-
Cooperation Working
Principles Methods
Scope Description Phase
Method Structure
Figure 38. Hierarchical Structure of
ISD Methodology
Element Description
Scope What entities are considered
Description How entities are identified
Method and described In models
Phase How the development process
Structure is partitioned into stages
Cooperation What roles are assumed and
Principles what organizational struc-
ture Is applied
Figure 3b. Elements of an ISD Methodology
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Table 5. Elements of a Methodology and Functional Applicability
Elements of a Capacity to Contribute to Functional Applicability
Methodology
Language Action View Tradl tional View
Scope Recognition of intersub- Recognition of elements
jectivity on essential that enable efficient
rules of formal languages technical control over
and their uses the IS and its environ-
ments
Description Adjustability to enhance Capacity to predi ct and
Methods rational communication validate the consistency
of models
Phase Promotion of systematic and Promotion of systematic
Structure unbiased formalization and efficient construction
of a technical system
Promotion of efficient Promotion of systematic
technical realization transformation between
models
Transparency to different Transparency to transfor-
kinds of development mation tasks
Promotion of closeness to Repeatability
other user activities
Adjustability to different Envolvability in relation
development environments to technical progress
internal evolvability
Cooperation User participation, User participation needed
Principles necessity in order to to obtain user acceptance
achieve intersubjectivity of the deli vered system
Organization to support Systematic analysis, review,
authentic user-participa- and validation of user
tion "needs"
Development controlled by Development controlled by
users specialists
1 SD professional functions 1SD professional functions
as a catalyst as a technical expert
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"out to In." The opposite of going We are currently working on two sub-
from "in to out" is not possible, how- fields of information system develop-
ever, because the nesting h Inders us ment which stress practical applica-from going beyond the face we are tions based on our paradigmatic view.
"bound" to. Furthermore, the inner The first Isa development of a ' work-
face must fit to the outer face that Ing methodology for change analysisIs, all properties of IS and princi- (Goldkuhl, et al., 1982). Change-ples applied In ISD must be analysts precedes practical Informa-
subordinated to the Interest of ex- tion system studies. The language ac-panding understanding. tion view suggests to us that organt-
zational problem ana l y s l s I s a herme-The shift In the ontology of neutic problem where a common language
information systems requires us to and a shared symbolic universe Is es-consider research methods and the tablished, where something is seen
nature of Information systems science. "as" a prob I em. The se#Qnd subfield i s
Clearly, information system science Is a development of an Infcrmation analy-
a subject-object science on the level Si S methodology that relies upon
of language action (Goldkuhl, 1981). spe,pch-act theory (Gol dkuhl and Lyytl-
The nature of phenomena and the laws nen, 1982; Winograd, 1980). Here, we
pertaining on this level are not re- regard information analysts as a proc-
duceable to causal obJectlfled pheno- ess of specifying rules for the form,mena (Lyytlnen, 1981). Interpretation, and use of a formal
language. The process results In aThe information system theory we are number of models of the language, that
propos I ng aims at a devel opment of a are based on various abstractions ofsoclological theory of information actual communication occurring in an
systems. In this sense our attempt Is Information system. The study of cur-different from attempts to specify an rent modeling methods has revealed
information system theory on the con- that they, to a large extent, Ignore
cept of an individual and information the intentional intersubjective, rule-processing styles (Mason and Mitroff, based nature of infcrmatlon. Accord-1973). ingly, a "relnterpretation" and fur-
Practical Interest
Language Technical
Action Interest
View "Trad I t t ona I'
View
Figure 4. Nested Structure of Knowledge Interests
and Associated Paradlgmatic View of
Information Systems
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ther development and expansion is re- Among Users," i n Lyytinen, K. and
quired before they can be put In -ef- Peltola, E., eds, Raport of the
fectlve "reconstructive" use In Infor- Third Scandinavian Research Seminar
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ter Science, Finland, 1980.
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